
SDC Permanent Properties Requests FAQs

What are Permanent Properties Requests? 

Permanent Properties Requests (PPRs) are items bought as a permanent addition to a dorm. 
For example, they may be pool cues to replace broken ones, a new television to replace an old 
one, or posters to decorate the walls. They are funded in full by the Student Dormitory Council 
(SDC) as long as whatever is bought is for the benefit of all residences and is placed in a public 
area in the building, i.e. a lounge. 

What are some examples of past PPRs? 

TV for Morewood Gardens, Pingpong Table for Hamerschlag, Comfy Chairs for Boss and 
McGill, Bike Racks for Webster/Shirley, Hammocks for Donner etc.

What are some examples of things that DO NOT count as PPRs? 

An Xbox for your room because everyone considers your room a lounge: your room does not 
count as a public area. Food for an event: PPRs deal with permanent dorm additions only. 
There are other avenues of special SDC funding for dorm events, such as RA Special Allocation 
or Dormitory Student Initiatives (contact the Funding Chair at sdc+funding@andrew.cmu.edu for 
more information). A refrigerator in the RA room to store leftover food from events: the RA room 
does not count as a public area. A refrigerator kept in the general lounge and usable by anyone 
is acceptable. 

What should I do if I want a PPR for my dorm? 

The first thing you should do is talk to your Housefellow – that’s why we require his/her 
signature on the form. Discuss the logistics, i.e. where you might put the item, the feasibility of 
placing it there, etc. Then if he/she agrees, fill out and submit the form (see “How do I request a 
PPR” below). 

I’m not sure if what I’m thinking of counts as a PPR. 

Email us! Send an email to the Housing & Student Life Committee at sdc+hsl@andrew.cmu.edu 
with any questions and we’ll help you out. 

How do I request a PPR? 

• Go to the SDC Bridge page (https://thebridge.cmu.edu/organization/SDC1)
• Proceed to the “Documents” tab
• Download and complete the “SDC Permanent Properties Request Form”

https://thebridge.cmu.edu/organization/SDC1

